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Abstract
In this paper the class of mixed Horn formulas is introduced that contain a Horn part and a 2-CNF (conjunctive normal form) (also
called quadratic) part. We show that SAT remains NP-complete for such instances and also that any CNF formula can be encoded
in terms of a mixed Horn formula in polynomial time. Further, we provide an exact deterministic algorithm showing that SAT for
mixed Horn formulas containing n variables is solvable in time O(20.5284n). A strong argument showing that it is hard to improve
a time bound of O(2n/2) for mixed Horn formulas is provided. We also obtain a ﬁxed-parameter tractability classiﬁcation for SAT
restricted to mixed Horn formulas C of at most k variables in its positive 2-CNF part providing the bound O(‖C‖20.5284k).We further
show that the NP-hard optimization problem minimum weight SAT for mixed Horn formulas can be solved in time O(20.5284n)
if non-negative weights are assigned to the variables. Motivating examples for mixed Horn formulas are level graph formulas [B.
Randerath, E. Speckenmeyer, E. Boros, P. Hammer, A. Kogan, K. Makino, B. Simeone, O. Cepek, A satisﬁability formulation of
problems on level graphs, ENDM 9 (2001)] and graph colorability formulas.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In recent time the interest in designing exact algorithms providing better upper time bounds than the trivial ones for
NP-complete problems and their NP-hard optimization counterparts has increased. Of particular interest in this context
is the investigation of exact algorithms for testing the satisﬁability (SAT) of propositional formulas in conjunctive
normal form (CNF). This interest stems from the fact that SAT is well known to be a fundamental NP-complete
problem appearing naturally or via reduction as the abstract core of many application-relevant problems. Not only the
whole class CNF is of interest in this context. In several applications subclasses of CNF are of importance for which
SAT unfortunately remains NP-complete. Nevertheless, it is often possible by exploiting the speciﬁc structure of such
formulas to design fast exact algorithms for their solution. Such subclasses, for instance, can be obtained by composing
or mixing formulas of two different parts each of which separately is SAT-testable in polynomial time (see also [12]).
In this paper we introduce and study so-called mixed Horn formulas which roughly speaking are formulas composed
of a quadratic part and a Horn part. More precisely, for a positive monotone 2-CNF formula P (containing only 2-
clauses) and a Horn formula H, we call the formula M = H ∧ P a mixed Horn formula (MHF). It is well known
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that 2-SAT and Horn-SAT are solvable in linear time [1,14], but SAT for MHFs (MHF-SAT) remains NP-complete. A
closely related class generalizing the classes of Horn and quadratic formulas is the class of so-called q-Horn formulas
introduced by Boros et al. [2], for which SAT can be solved in linear time also [2].A q-Horn formula (in partition form,
see below), can be considered as a speciﬁc mixed Horn formula. The class of q-Horn formulas (in partition form),
probably is the largest subclass of MHF that is SAT-solvable in polynomial time.
The main purpose of this paper is to prove a non-trivial worst case upper time bound for solving MHF-SAT, namely
O(20.5284n) where n is the number of variables in the instance. Moreover, we obtain a ﬁxed-parameter tractability
classiﬁcation (cf. e.g. [5]) of SAT restricted to MHFs M =P ∧H where P has a ﬁxed number k of different variables,
provided by the polynomial bound O(‖M‖20.5284k), where ‖M‖ is the length of M.
We also analyze the connection of MHF-SAT to unrestricted SAT. Speciﬁcally we show that each CNF formula C
with n different variables can be transformed in polynomial time into a MHF M = P ∧ H , such that P has k2n
different variables. Then C is satisﬁable if and only if M is satisﬁable, and the question, whether M ∈ SAT, can be
answered in time O(‖C‖2k/2). Hence, if there is an < 12 such that every MHF M = P ∧ H can be solved in time
O(‖C‖2k), then there is 2< 1 such that SAT for an arbitrary CNF-formula C can be decided in time O(‖C‖2n).
The MHF-formulation of a CNF-formula C yields a partition of all variables in C into the essential variables (variables
occurring in P) and the remaining ones.
The introduction and investigation of MHFs is by no means artiﬁcial. Well known problems for level graphs, like
level-planarity test or the NP-hard crossing-minimization problem, can be formulated conveniently in terms of MHFs
(for more details see [17]). This was our motivation for considering MHFs. Also graph colorability naturally leads to
MHFs. To see this, consider a simple graph G = (V ,E) and a set of r colors [r] := {1, . . . , r}. The decision whether
G is r-colorable, i.e. whether at most r colors can be assigned to all vertices in V such that no two adjacent vertices are
colored equally, can be encoded into MHF-SAT as follows: for every vertex x ∈ V introduce r variables xi, i ∈ [r],
and one clause x1 ∨ x2 ∨ · · · ∨ xr . For every edge x − y ∈ E, we have to ensure that x and y are colored differently.
So we introduce for each color i ∈ [r] the clause ¬(xi ∧ yi) ≡ (xi ∨ yi) yielding r 2-clauses for each edge. In
summary, we obtain a CNF formula C(G) consisting of |V | + r|E| clauses and containing r|V | different variables.
Finally complementing all variables in C(G) turns all its r-clauses into negative monotone clauses and its 2-clauses
into positive monotone clauses, hence yields a MHF C˜(G). It is easy to verify that G is r-colorable if and only if the
MHF C˜(G) is satisﬁable via the interpretation that setting variable xi to FALSE means that the corresponding vertex
x is colored by i. Notice that introducing only one r-clause for every vertex ensuring at least (instead of exactly) one
color for every vertex sufﬁces for deciding r-colorability.
Another source of the interest in Horn clauses contained in CNF formulas stems from recent observations of hidden
threshold phenomena [20] according to a ﬁxed fraction of Horn clauses in CNF formulas.
The present paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces basic notions and notations used throughout the paper.
In Section 3, several versions of MHFs are introduced. Each of these classes is NP-complete w.r.t. SAT as follows
by the above described reduction from the NP-complete graph coloring problem [6]. We provide another polynomial
time transformation of CNF-SAT to MHF-SAT on which some investigations in this paper rely. In Section 4, a vertex
cover based algorithm for determining SAT of a MHF M is presented having running time O(20.5284n), with n being the
number of variables in M. The approach also yields a classiﬁcation of MHFs allowing for a ﬁxed-parameter tractability
result. Section 5 provides a strong argument stating that it is hard to improve an O(2n/2) time bound for solving
MHF-SAT. Section 6, describes a further vertex cover based technique for speeding up the MHF-SAT algorithm. Some
experimental results illustrating the usefulness of this approach are presented. Section 7, ﬁnally, provides an algorithm
for the minimum weight MHF-SAT problem, where weights are assigned to the variables.
2. Basic notions and notation
Let CNF denote the set of formulas (free of duplicate clauses) in CNF over a set V = {x1, . . . , xn} of propositional
variables xi ∈ {0, 1}. Each variable x induces a positive literal (variable x) or a negative literal (negated variable: x).
Each formula C ∈ CNF is considered as a clause set C ={c1, . . . , c|C|}. Each clause c ∈ C is a disjunction of different
literals, and is also represented as a set c = {l1, . . . , l|c|}. The length of a formula C is denoted by ‖C‖ whereas |C|
denotes the number of its clauses. A clause containing positive (negative) literals only is called positive (negative)
monotone. We denote by V (C) the set of variables occurring in formula C. The satisﬁability problem (SAT) asks in its
decision version, whether a given CNF instance C is satisﬁable, i.e. whether C has a model, which is a truth assignment
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 : V (C) → {0, 1} setting at least one literal in each clause of C to 1 (TRUE). For convenience we allow the empty set
to be a formula: ∅ ∈ CNF which always is satisﬁable. In its search version SAT, in addition, means to ﬁnd a model 
if the input formula is satisﬁable.
For C ∈ CNF and a subset X ⊆ V (C) of its variables, we deﬁne CX as the formula obtained from C by ﬂipping
each variable in X. Flipping all variables in C is abbreviated by C = CV (C). Given a formula C ∈ CNF and a partial
truth assignment  : V (C) → {0, 1}, we denote by C[] the reduced formula obtained from C by removing all clauses
satisﬁed by  and removing all literals from the remaining clauses which are set to 0 (FALSE) by . Obviously, if  is a
model of C then C[] = ∅. For two partial truth assignments , 1 of a formula C, satisfying 1 ⊆ , i.e. D(1) ⊆ D()
(for their domains) and −11 (1) ⊆ −1(1), obviously holds: if  satisﬁes C, then C[1] is satisﬁable.
For k ∈ N, let k-CNF (resp. CNF(=k)) denote the subset of formulas C such that each clause has a length of at
most (resp. exactly) k. Moreover, Mε, ε ∈ {+,−}, denotes the set of ε-monotone (CNF-)formulas, i.e. for ε = +
(−) all clauses are positive (negative) monotone. Let H denote the set of all Horn formulas, each clause of which
has at most one positive literal. For a hidden (or disguised) Horn formula H, by deﬁnition there exists a subset
X ⊂ V (H) such that HX is a Horn formula. The set of all hidden Horn formulas is denoted by Hˆ. Moreover, we
consider q-Horn formulas [2,3] the class of which is denoted as q-H. C ∈ CNF is q-Horn if there is X ⊆ V (C)
such that CX is in partition-form. A formula C is said to be in partition-form if there are Q,H ⊆ V (C) with
V (C) = Q ∪ H , Q ∩ H = ∅, and for every clause c ∈ C, exactly one of the following cases holds: (1) c con-
tains only variables in H and exactly one literal is positive, (2) c contains at most two variables in Q and arbitrary
many variables in H appearing negative. Note that every Horn formula is in partition-form with Q = ∅; also note
that Hˆ ⊂ q-H.
For a monotone formulaC ∈Mε (ε ∈ {+,−}), we can construct its formula graphGC with vertex setV (C) in linear
time. Two vertices are joined by an edge if there is a clause in C containing the corresponding variables. Clearly, for
each c ∈ C the subgraph GC |c of GC is isomorphic to the complete graph K|c|. In the particular case of C ∈Mε(=2),
i.e. C is a monotone formula containing 2-clauses only, GC contains exactly one edge for every clause in C. Note that
a monotone formula C ∈ CNF(=2) with each variable occurring only once corresponds to a graph of isolated edges
only, and whose number of edges is half the number of vertices.
3. Mixing Horn and quadratic formulas
Let C1,C2 ⊂ CNF be two classes of formulas over the same variable set V. A formula C ∈ CNF such that there are
formulas Ci ∈ Ci , i = 1, 2, with C = C1 ∧ C2, is called mixed (over C1,C2). The collection of formulas mixed over
C1,C2 is denoted as C1 ∧C2. In this paper we are interested in speciﬁc mixed formulas containing Horn subformulas.
Deﬁnition 1. We deﬁne the class C1 ∧ 2-CNF as negative mixed Horn formulas, MHF−, if C1 =M−; as mixed Horn
formulas, MHF, ifC1=H; as mixed hidden Horn formulas MHHF, ifC1=Hˆ; and as mixed q-Horn formulas, MqHF,
if C1 = q-H.
Because all 2-clauses which are not positive monotone are Horn, every formula M ∈ MHF has the unique repre-
sentation M = H ∧ P , where P is the collection of all positive monotone 2-clauses in M and H is the remaining Horn
subformula. Given M ∈ MHF, we denote these subformulas as P(M) resp. H(M).
The question arises whether the mixed formulas introduced in Deﬁnition 1 can be recognized fast. It is obvious that
membership of MHF− and MHF can be recognized in time O(‖C‖), for C ∈ CNF. The next lemma gives a positive
answer also for recognizing mixed hidden Horn and mixed q-Horn formulas. We denote the set of all formulas in
partition-form as QH ⊂ q-H.
Lemma 1. For C ∈ CNF, it can be decided in time O(‖C‖) whether C ∈ MHHF (resp. C ∈ MqHF). Moreover,
in linear time, C ∈ MHHF (resp. C ∈ MqHF) can be turned into a SAT-equivalent formula C′ ∈ MHF (resp.
C′ ∈ QH ∧ 2-CNF).
Proof. For C ∈ CNF, let T := T (C) be its largest 2-CNF subformula and let Cˆ := C\T , then obviously C ∈ MHHF
(resp. C ∈ MqHF) holds iff Cˆ is hiddenHorn (resp. is q-Horn), i.e. iff there isX ⊆ V (Cˆ) such that CˆX isHorn (resp. CˆX
is in partition-form) from which follows thatCX=CˆX∧T X ∈ MHF (resp. CX ∈ QH∧2-CNF). The test whether such
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an X exists, and thus, the transformation of C into a SAT-equivalent formula CX ∈ MHF (resp. CX ∈ QH∧ 2-CNF),
is possible in linear time O(‖C‖) due to [13,3]. 
It is not hard to see that the reduction from graph colorability to MHF-SAT presented in the introduction is in fact a
reduction to MHF−-SAT. Using the (proper) inclusions MHF− ⊂ MHF ⊂ MHHF ⊂ MqHF we immediately obtain:
Proposition 1. SAT remains NP-complete for each of the classes MHF−, MHF, MHHF, and MqHF.
Nextwe describe a transformation of CNF-SAT toMHF-SAT,which is reconsidered in Section 5. This transformation
also provides a different look at CNF-SAT solving from the point of view of MHFs.
Transformation (CNF-To-MHF).
Input: ∅ = C ∈ CNF
Output: MC ∈ MHF−, s.t. MC ∈ SAT iff C ∈ SAT.
Let V+(C) ⊆ V (C) be the set of all variables that occur positive in at least one k-clause of C with k3. For every
variable x ∈ V+(C), introduce a new variable yx . Then:
(1) Replace all positive occurrences of x ∈ V+(C) in the k-clauses k3 by yx , for every x ∈ V+(C). Let the formula
obtained be C′.
(2) Add the constraints yx ↔ x to C′, for all x ∈ V+(C). This yields the new CNF formula
MC := C′ ∪
⋃
x∈V+(C)
{yx, x} ∪ {yx, x}.
In the last step we have used the simple equivalences yx ↔ x ≡ yx → x ∧ x → yx and a → b ≡ a ∨ b. Because all
positive literals occurring in k-clauses of C with k3 are removed, MC ∈ MHF− holds.
TransformationCNF-To-MHFobviously consumes polynomial time only and is a reduction in the sense thatC ∈ SAT
if and only if MC ∈ SAT. It can be adapted also to obtain a MHF that is not necessarily a member of the class MHF−.
For this, it is often not necessary to create for every x ∈ V+(C) a new variable as indicated above. A subset of V+(C),
as small as possible, sufﬁces to yield a (not necessarily negative monotone) Horn part and thus may produce a smaller
positive monotone part P of 2-clauses. It turns out that the size of P is the crucial quantity regarding the running time
of Algorithm MHFSAT described in the next section.
4. Solving SAT for mixed Horn formulas
We aim at providing a non-trivial exact deterministic algorithm solving the SAT search problem for the classes
MHF−, MHF, MHHF, and MqHF. As it turns out, it is convenient to address the class MHF, ﬁrst. For M ∈ MHF, we
assume that P := P(M) ∈M+(=2) is not the empty formula. Since otherwise a model for M = H(M) ∈H can be
found by Horn-SAT, if existing. Since P is monotone and each of its clauses is a 2-clause, the formula graph GP of P
has exactly one edge for each clause in P, i.e. GP = (V (P ), P ). By monotonicity P obviously is satisﬁable. Observe
that for satisfying P it sufﬁces to ﬁnd a set of variables X hitting all clauses of P and to set every variable in X to 1. The
remaining variables in P are free, i.e. independent of P and if possible should be assigned appropriately to satisfy the
remaining Horn formula, too. In terms of the formula graph GP , such a set X corresponds to a vertex cover of GP . In
other words running through all vertex covers of GP means running through all models of P. For every such (partial)
model of P, we can test by Horn-SAT whether it can be extended to a model of the remaining Horn formula H(M)
and thus to a model of the whole instance M. Due to the following observation it is not necessary to test every vertex
cover of GP :
Lemma 2. M = P ∧ H ∈ MHF is satisﬁable if and only if there exists a minimal vertex cover of GP which can be
extended to a model of M.
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Proof. Suppose that M = H ∧ P ∈ MHF is satisﬁable and let  be a model of M. Then H ∈ SAT and P := |V (P )
is a model of P. Restricting the domain of P to those variables x ∈ V (P ) with P (x) = 1 also yields a model  of P
with D()= −1(1), because P is positive monotone. Clearly, the set X := {x ∈ V (P ) : P (x)=1} represents a vertex
cover of GP . If X is a minimal vertex cover of GP we are done. Otherwise, this vertex cover contains a minimal vertex
cover of GP corresponding to a truth assignment ′ that is also a model of P. By construction D(′)=′−1(1) ⊂ −1(1)
holds. Hence, ′ is contained in  yielding M[′] ∈ SAT which means that ′ can be extended to a model of M proving
the only-if part of the lemma. The converse direction is obvious. 
Therefore, an algorithm that enumerates all minimal vertex covers of GP and that for each cover separately checks
in linear time whether the remaining Horn formula is satisﬁable, deﬁnitely performs the task of solving SAT for
M. It is well known that the complement of a vertex set of a minimal vertex cover of GP is a maximal inde-
pendent set in GP . Thus, it sufﬁces to compute all maximal independent sets in GP . Fortunately, an algorithm
of computing all maximal independent sets in graphs, with polynomial delay only, has been developed by John-
son et al. [9]. Exploiting this algorithm we use a procedure MinVC(G) to generate all minimal vertex covers of
a graph G with polynomial delay. Similarly, we will use a procedure HornSat(H) that returns a minimal model 
of H if and only if H is a satisﬁable Horn formula, else returns nil, for an appropriate Horn-SAT algorithm see
e.g. [11,14]. Now we are ready to state algorithm MHFSAT determining a model  of M ∈ MHF, if M is satis-
ﬁable, otherwise unsatisﬁability (nil) of M is reported. For convenience, we identify a vertex cover X of GP and
the corresponding partial model in M = H ∧ P ∈ MHF. X becomes nil if all minimal vertex covers of GP have
been enumerated:
Algorithm (MHFSAT(M, )).
Input: ∅ = M ∈ MHF
Output: model  for M, ifM ∈ SAT, nil otherwise
begin
compute P := P(M)
if P = ∅ then return  ← HornSat(M)
compute graph GP
 ← nil; X ← nil
repeat
compute by MinVC(GP )the next minimal vertex cover X of GP
if X = nil then  ← HornSat(M[X])
until  = nil or X= nil
return X ∪ 
end
Theorem 2. Algorithm MHFSAT correctly solves the SAT search problem in time O(20.5284|V (M)|), for M ∈ MHF.
Proof. The correctness of the algorithm follows from the argumentation above. Moreover, it is not hard to see that
X = nil if and only if  = nil in the last line of the algorithm. Hence, it is ensured that the returned value either is a
model for the input instance M or is nil.
Addressing the running time, we can compute P := P(M), and the formula graph GP = (V (P ), P ) of P in linear
time O(‖M‖). If P = ∅ we are done in linear time by Horn-SAT. If P = ∅ the repeat-until loop is executed. During
each iteration we never consume more than the polynomial time delay for computing the next minimal vertex cover
followed by a linear time Horn-SAT computation, thus needing only polynomial time. The number of iterations is
bounded by the cardinality of minimal vertex covers of GP . Given a graph G, it is a long standing result by Moon and
Moser [15] that the number of its maximal independent sets is bounded by 31/3|V (G)|20.5284|V (G)|. In fact, this is a
tight bound in the sense that there exist graphs achieving this number. Such graphs consist of n/3 copies of the K3,
because every triangle independently contributes three different maximal independent sets. Hence, we conclude that
SAT for an arbitrary instance M ∈ MHF is solvable in time O(p(n)3n/3) where p denotes an appropriate polynomial,
thus providing the claimed time bound of O(20.5284n). 
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Let C ⊆ CNF be a formula class that is closed under formula-reducing, i.e. for C ∈ C, also C[] ∈ C, for
every truth assignment  : V (C) → {0, 1}. This requirement is usually satisﬁed for a class C unless it is char-
acterized by a minimum clause length greater than 1. Now assume that SAT, for such a class C is solvable in
polynomial time by a procedure C-SAT. Then the proof of Lemma 2 directly applies to formulas C = D ∧ P ∈
C ∧ CNF+(=2) also. Moreover, replacing subprocedure HornSAT in Algorithm MHFSAT by the subprocedure
C-SAT, yields an algorithm solving SAT for the class C ∧ CNF+(=2). Hence, the proof of Theorem 2
also yields:
Theorem 3. Given C as above, the SAT search problem is solvable in time O(20.5284|V (C)|), for C ∈ C∧CNF+(=2).
Due to Lemma 1, C ∈ MqHF can be turned in linear time into Cˆ ∈ QH ∧ 2-CNF. The complete 2-CNF part T (Cˆ)
of Cˆ obviously is Horn and thus is in partition form, except for its positive monotone part of 2-clauses, namely P(Cˆ).
Thus, we obtain a linear time transformation from C to Cˆ ∈ QH ∧ CNF+(=2). Because the SAT search problem
can be solved in linear time for a formula in partition-form [2], and because the class QH obviously is closed under
formula-reducing, we obtain, by Theorem 3, the following result (recall MHHF ⊆ MqHF).
Corollary 4. For C ∈ MHHF (resp. C ∈ MqHF), the SAT search problem can be solved in time O(20.5284|V (C)|).
We shall derive another consequence from the preceding discussion. Notice that the variables of P(M), only, are
crucial for the running time of Algorithm MHFSAT, because they form the vertex set of the graph GP(M) that has to
be investigated.
Corollary 5. For M = H ∧ P ∈ MHF, the SAT search problem is solvable in time O(‖M‖20.5284|V (P )|).
For ﬁxed k ∈ N, let MHFk := {M ∈ MHF : |V (P (M))|k} denote the subclass of MHF where the positive
monotone subformulas of 2-clauses have at most k different variables. Similarly, denote by MHHFk (MqHFk) the
subset of mixed hidden Horn (mixed q-Horn) formulas M whose maximal subformula T (M) ∈ 2-CNF has at most k
different variables.W.r.t. the classes MHFk , k0, we have a ﬁxed-parameter tractability classiﬁcation of the MHF-SAT
problem. ByLemma 1 andCorollary 4, we also obtainw.r.t. the classesMHHFk (resp.MqHFk), k0, a ﬁxed-parameter
tractability classiﬁcation of the MqHF-SAT problem (recall MHHF ⊂ MqHF):
Corollary 6. For M ∈ MHFk (resp. M ∈ MHHFk , M ∈ MqHFk), k0, SAT can be decided in polynomial time
O(‖M‖20.5284k).
For some subclasses of MHF we have slightly better bounds than stated in Corollary 5:
Proposition 7. Let M = H ∧ P ∈ MHF with k = |V (P )| and formula graph G := GP associated to P.
(1) There is a polynomial p such that SAT can be solved for M in time O(p(k)2k/2) in either of the following cases:
(i) G is triangle-free.
(ii) G is connected and contains at most one cycle.
(2) IfG contains atmost r1 cycles and has at least3·r vertices, thenSAT is solvable forM in timeO(p(k)3r2(k−3r)/2),
for an appropriate polynomial p.
Proof. It sufﬁces to verify that Algorithm MHFSAT has the claimed running times for the special instances fulﬁlling
the stated properties. Case (1)(i), for G triangle-free, has been solved by Hujter et al. [8], who have shown that a
triangle-free graph of at least four vertices contains at most 2s maximal independent sets if |V (G)| = 2s and at most
5 ·2s−2 maximal independent sets if |V (G)|=2s+1. The extremal graphs achieving these bounds consist of s copies of
theK2, respectively, s−2 copies ofK2 and one copy ofC5. Case (ii) was solved by Jou et al. [10]. They have shown that
a connected graph with at most one cycle admits at most 3 · 2s−2 maximal independent sets if |V (G)| = 2s and at most
2s +1 maximal independent sets if |V (G)|=2s +1.Assertion (2) follows by the above argumentation from the results
obtained by Sagan et al. [19]. They have shown that the number of maximal independent sets in graphs containing
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at most r1 (not necessarily non-intersecting) cycles and at least 3r vertices is bounded from above by 3r2(k−3r)/2.
They also have shown that this bound is tight and is achieved by graphs that consist of copies of an appropriate number
of K3 and K2. Notice that assertion (2) implies (1)(ii), for r = 1 (cf. also [7]). 
5. Hardness of improving Theorem 2
Next we address the question, which improvements of the time bound for solving MHF-SAT presented in Theorem
2 can be expected. To that end we observe a close relationship between MHF-SAT and CNF-SAT:
Theorem 8. Every formula C ∈ CNF, in linear time, can be transformed into a SAT-equivalent formula MC ∈ MHF
such that MC can be tested for SAT in time O(p(n)2n/2), where n := |V (P (MC))|2|V (C)| and p is an appropriate
polynomial.
Proof. We apply Transformation CNF-To-MHF to an arbitrary formula C ∈ CNF with the slight modiﬁcation
that also all positive monotone 2-clauses in C (if some exist) are treated in the same way. It is easy to verify
that this transformation changes C into a SAT-equivalent formula MC ∈ MHF− of n2|V (C)| variables
such that GP(MC) consists of isolated edges only. Hence, we obtain the assertion by Proposition 7, (1)(i),
and Corollary 5. 
It seems to be very hard to improve on the bound stated in the last theorem signiﬁcantly, since otherwise SAT
for an arbitrary C ∈ CNF (n := |V (C)|) could be solved signiﬁcantly faster than in 2n steps. For suppose there
is an algorithm solving SAT for MHFs M = H ∧ P with n = |V (P )| in O(2n) steps for some < 1/2. Then we
can transform an arbitrary CNF formula C into a SAT-equivalent formula MC = HC ∧ PC with at most 2n variables
contained in PC . SAT for MC , in turn, can be solved in O(22n) steps, where 2< 1. Although, there has been made
some progress recently in ﬁnding non-trivial bounds for SAT for arbitrary CNF formulas [4], it would require a sig-
niﬁcant breakthrough in our understanding of SAT to obtain upper time bounds of the form O(2(1−)n), for some
constant > 0.
6. An approach for reducing the number of essential variables
The number of new introduced variables, necessary to transform C ∈ CNF into MC = HC ∧ PC ∈ MHF, is
crucial regarding the running time of Algorithm MHFSAT. This is due to the fact that these variables contribute
vertices to the formula graph of PC . The requirement to keep this set small leads us to the following
notion.
Deﬁnition 2. For C ∈ CNF, a minimal set X ⊆ V (C), for which the transformation in the proof of Theorem 8 yields
a MHF formulation MC := HC ∧PC ∈ MHF of C via the corresponding set X′ of new variables (|X|= |X′|), is called
an essential set of variables (of C).
Observe that there may exist many essential sets of variables of a formula C not necessarily of the same cardinality.
To obtain the smallest essential set of variables one can proceed as follows: for each clause c ∈ C that is not Horn, let
c′ denote the positive monotone part of c. For example c = {x, y, z} delivers c′ = {x, z}. Collecting these parts c′ of
all clauses c in C, yields a positive monotone formula C′ ∈M+. Resting on the formula graph GC′ determined from
C ∈ CNF in that manner, it is not hard to derive the following result.
Lemma 3. For C ∈ CNF and C′ as deﬁned above, every essential set of variables X ⊂ V (C) is a minimal vertex
cover of the formula graph GC′ of C′ and vice versa.
It remains to transform C′ into a Horn formula with least effort. For this, we obviously have to search for a smallest
essential set of variables of a formula C ∈ CNF, which due to Lemma 3 is a minimum vertex cover of the formula graph
GC′ . A minimum vertex cover of a graph with n vertices can be computed in time O(2n/4) by the Robson algorithm
[18] determining a maximum independent set.
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The preceding argumentation will speed-upAlgorithm MHFSAT when applied to MHFs for which sufﬁciently small
essential sets can be found. The idea is to treat a formula M ∈ MHF as an input to the transformation just described. It
is the part P := P(M) that can be transformed into a Horn formula using a minimum vertex cover of GP as essential
set. Thus, instead of Algorithm MHFSAT we shall proceed by the following Algorithm MHFSAT∗:
Algorithm (MHFSAT ∗ (M, )).
Input: ∅ = M ∈ MHF, let P := P(M), k := |V (P )|
Output: model  for M, ifM ∈ SAT, nil otherwise
begin
compute minimum vertex cover X of GP by the Robson algorithm
if |X|< 0.5284 · k then
transform M into a new MHFM ′ using essential set X
M ← M ′
end if
perform Algorithm MHFSAT(M, )
end
TheRobson algorithm for computing amaximumvertex coverXofGP runs in timeO(2k/4). In case of |X|0.5284·k,
we proceed by the usual Algorithm MHFSAT, for the original instance M. Otherwise, i.e. (∗) : |X|< 0.5284 · k, we
use X as an essential set of variables for a reformulation of M resulting in a new MHF M ′ = P ′ ∧ H ′, whose positive
monotone partP ′ contains |V (P ′)| =: k′=2|X| variables. Moreover, the formula graphGP ′ by construction consists of
isolated edges only (cf. the proof of Theorem 8). Now the computation is completed by applying Algorithm MHFSAT
to the modiﬁed instance M ′. Because of the structure of GP ′ and according to Proposition 7, (1)(i), we obtain in this
branch of Algorithm MHFSAT∗ the better running time O(‖M ′‖2k′/2) = O(‖M ′‖2|X|), where the exponential factor
has decreased due to (∗).
To illustrate the usefulness of essential sets, again consider the graph coloring problem. Let C(G) be the 3-CNF
formula corresponding to the 3-colorability problem of a given graph G = (V ,E) as mentioned in the introduction.
C(G) consists of |V | positive monotone 3-clauses and 3|E| negative monotone 2-clauses and is therefore no MHF
formula. Clearly, complementing all variables yields a MHF H ∧P . Unfortunately, the crucial subformula P becomes
large by this operation. In order to speed up the SAT test of H ∧P , an essential set of variables in C(G) turning it into
a MHF of a smallest P-part is required. As an example, take the triangle graph K3 with vertex set {a, b, c} leading to
the CNF formula C(G) = C(V ) ∪ C(E) with corresponding clause sets:
C(V ) := {{a1, a2, a3}, {b1, b2, b3}, {c1, c2, c3}},
C(E) := {{a1, b1}, {a2, b2}, {a3, b3}} ∪ {{a1, c1}, {a2, c2}, {a3, c3}} ∪ {{b1, c1}, {b2, c2}, {b3, c3}}.
Turning this into a MHF by complementing all variables yields a P-subformula of 9 clauses and 18 variables. Taking
instead only an essential set of 6 variables, namely 2 variables of each 3-clause in C(V ), e.g. {ai, bi, ci : i = 1, 2},
yields a MHF M(G) = H ∧ P with
P := {{a1, a′1}, {a2, a′2}, {b1, b′1}, {b2, b′2}, {c1, c′1}, {c2, c′2}},
H := C(E) ∪ P  ∪ {{a′1, a′2, a3}, {b′1, b′2, b3}, {c′1, c′2, c3}}.
Recall that C means to complement all variables in formula C. The new formula P contains only 6 clauses and
only 12 variables instead of 18, moreover the formula graph consists of isolated edges only. Although the ex-
ample is simple, it describes the usefulness of essential sets, which becomes explicit when dealing with larger
instances.
To supply these observations we had run several experiments for CNF(=3) formulas with 1000 variables and c ·1000
clauses, for c = 1, . . . , 6. Each C ∈ CNF(=3) has been generated randomly and was transformed into MC = H ∧ P .
The new introduced variables form an essential set of variables of C. Fig. 1 displays the average number of essential
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Fig. 1. Number of essential variables in MHFs with 1000 variables and c · 1000 clauses (c = 1, . . . , 6).
variables, computed by a maximum-degree greedy vertex-cover heuristic, obtained from samples of 100 formulas, for
each c = 1, . . . , 6.
7. Solving minimum weight MHF-SAT in time O(20.5284n)
In the following we are interested in the minimum weight satisﬁability problem (MINV-SAT) where weights are
assigned to variables. For C ∈ CNF and weight function w : V (C) → R, MINV-SAT searches for a minimum model
for C, if existing, i.e. a model of minimal weight. The weight of a model  is deﬁned as w() := ∑x∈T w(x) =∑
x∈V (C)(x)w(x). Here, T := −1(1) denotes the set of variables in V (C) assigned to 1 by . Note that for a constant
weight function w=c, MINV-SAT means to ﬁnd a model  such that |T | is minimal.We have analogous deﬁnitions for
the maximum version of the problem, called MAXV-SAT. Observe that MINV-SAT is an optimization problem which
is NP-complete in its decision version even if non-negative weights, only, are assigned to variables and we restrict to
the class 2-CNF. This follows by a straightforward reduction from minimum weight vertex cover to MINV-SAT, for
the subclass CNF+(=2). The same reduction, using the class CNF−(=2), shows that MAXV-SAT is NP-hard, too.
For a truth assignment  : V → {0, 1}, we denote by  the truth assignment obtained from  by ﬂipping all
assignments. Given an integer weight function w let −w denote the function obtained from w by multiplying each of
its values by −1. We state some useful observations:
Lemma 4. (1) For C ∈ CNF and w : V (C) → R holds that  is a minimum weight model for (C,w) if and only if 
is a minimum weight model for (C,−w).
(2) Let C ⊆ CNF over variable set V be a formula class for which minimum weight SAT can be solved in time
O(f (|V |)), if non-negative weights are assigned to the variables. Then also maximum weight SAT for C is solvable in
time O(f (|V |)) if non-positive weights are assigned to the variables.
Proof. For proving (1) ﬁrst observe that  obviously is a model of C iff  is a model of C, and V (C) = V (C).
Moreover, one easily veriﬁes that (∗) : w() + w() = w(V (C)) =∑x∈V (C)w(x) holds, for every truth assignment
 : V (C) → {0, 1}. Now let  be a minimum weight model of (C,w) but suppose  is not a minimum weight model of
(C, w′), where w′ := −w. Then there exists a model 0 of C such that w′(0)<w′() equivalent to w(0)>w().
Because 0 is a model of C we have w(0) = w(V (C)) − w(0) due to (∗). Comparing the last two relations and
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again using (∗) yields w(0)<w() contradicting that  is a minimum weight model of (C,w). Proving the converse
direction proceeds analogously.
Addressing (2) ﬁrst observe that max∈T(C)w() = −min∈T(C)(−w()), for C ∈ C, w : V (C) → R−, andT(C)
denoting the set of all models of C. Therefore, the weight of a maximum weight model of (C,w) can be computed
via the weight of a minimum weight model of (C,−w). To prove the assertion for the optimal models itself we claim
thatTmin(C,w) =Tmax(C,−w) denoting the sets of minimum resp. maximum weight models, respectively, from
which the assertion follows. To verify the claim let  ∈ Tmin(C,w), and assume  /∈Tmax(C,w′) where w′ := −w.
Then there exists 0 ∈ T(C) with w′(0)>w′() which is equivalent to −w′(0)< − w′() meaning w(0)<w()
contradicting  ∈ Tmin(C,w). Therefore,Tmin(C,w) ⊆ Tmax(C,−w). Analogously, we obtainTmax(C,−w) ⊆
Tmin(C,w). 
Next we show that a modiﬁed version of Algorithm MHFSAT also serves for solving MINV-SAT for the class MHF
when arbitrary non-negative weights are assigned to the variables. Let us mention a useful observation for MINV-
HornSAT, i.e. MINV-SAT restricted to Horn formulas. This observation is based on a procedure HornSAT that solves
the usual SAT problem for a Horn formula H in linear time, i.e. it ﬁnds a model if and only if H is satisﬁable, else
returns FALSE, see e.g. [14,11].
Lemma 5. Procedure HornSAT, in linear time, ﬁnds a minimum weight model for a satisﬁable Horn formula H ∈H
and weight function w : V (H) → R+, else returns nil.
Proof. By deﬁnition a variable is set to 1 by procedure HornSAT only if it is necessary, all other variables are set to
0. This means HornSAT ﬁnds the unique minimal model of a Horn formula if a model exists for it, at all. Since every
minimum model must be a minimal model, we are done. 
Now we are ready to present Algorithm MINV-MHFSAT determining a minimum weight model  for M ∈ MHF,
w : V (M) → R+, if M is satisﬁable, otherwise unsatisﬁability (nil) of M is reported. For convenience we, again,
identify a vertex cover X of GP and the corresponding partial model in M = H ∧ P ∈ MHF. X becomes nil if all
minimal vertex covers of GP have been enumerated.
Algorithm (MINV-MHFSAT(M, )).
Input: ∅ = M ∈ MHF, w : V (M) → R+
Output: minimum model  for M, ifM ∈ SAT, nil otherwise
begin
compute P := P(M)
if P = ∅ then return  ← HornSat(M)
compute graph GP
 ← nil; X ← nil; w() ← ∞
repeat
compute by MinVC(GP ) the next minimal vertex cover X of GP
if X = nil then
 ← HornSat(M[X])
if  = nil then
if w(X) + w()<w() then  ← X ∪ 
end if
end if
until X= nil
if = nil then return nil
else return 
end
Theorem 9. Algorithm MINV-MHFSAT solves minimum weight SAT in time O(20.5284|V (M)|), for arbitrary M ∈
MHF, w : V (M) → R+.
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Proof. To establish correctness and completeness of the algorithm, we ﬁrst observe that it returns nil if and only if the
input formula is not satisﬁable. Moreover, like in the proof of Theorem 2 it follows that if the algorithm returns a truth
assignment, then it is a correct model of M.
To ﬁnish the correctness proof, assume that the algorithm returns a model  for M that is not optimal. Then, as
M ∈ SAT, there must exist a model ∗ of smaller weight: w(∗)<w(). Clearly, the restriction ∗|V (P ) contains a
minimal vertex cover X ofGP (given by corresponding variables that are assigned to 1 by ∗) otherwise it is no model of
M. Because X is contained in the set of variables set to 1 by , we get the composition w(∗)=w(X)+w(∗|V (M[X]));
recall that M[X] is obtained by reducing M according to setting all variables in X to 1. On the other hand, Algorithm
MINV-MHFSATmust have considered also theminimal vertex coverX in its repeat-until-loop.As the remaining formula
M[X] is a Horn formula, the algorithm by HornSAT ﬁnds the unique minimum model ∗ for M[X] due to Lemma 5.
Hence, w() = w(X) + w(∗), and therefore we obtain w(∗)>w(∗|V (M[X])) contradicting the optimality of ∗.
We conclude that Algorithm MINV-MHFSAT always correctly outputs an optimal model if one exists, else correctly
reports that there is none.
The running time obviously is the same as that of Algorithm MHFSAT, hence we are done by Theorem 2. 
In Section 5 strong arguments are provided that it seems to be very hard to improve on the time bound of O(20.5284n)
for MHF-SAT. By the same argumentation it follows that improving the presented bound for MINV-MHFSAT is even
harder. Notice, further, thatAlgorithm MINV-MHFSAT, in general, does not work for arbitrary real weights assigned to
the variables. For this, we had to generate all vertex covers of GP not only the minimal ones and for the remaining Horn
formula we could not simply proceed by HornSAT: Assume all weights are −1, then we had to ﬁnd a maximum Horn
model, which is an NP-hard optimization problem. This follows easily by reduction from the Minimum Hypergraph
Transversal (or Minimum Hitting Set) problem, based on the class of negative monotone Horn formulas.
Let MHF = {M : M ∈ MHF} denote the class of dual mixed Horn formulas. Because of Lemma 4(1) it follows
from Theorem 9 that we can also solve MINV-SAT, for MHF. Additionally referring to Lemma 4(2), we have:
Corollary 10. MAXV-SAT for MHF (resp. MINV-SAT for MHF) is solvable in time O(20.5284n), for formulas over
variable set V, |V | = n and w : V → R−. Moreover, MAXV-SAT for MHF is solvable in time O(20.5284n) for
instances over variable set V, |V | = n and w : V → R+.
Further, let us state some ﬁxed-parameter tractability classiﬁcations following directly from the results stated above.
Corollary 11. MINV-SAT (resp. MAXV-SAT) is ﬁxed-parameter tractable in time O(‖M‖20.5284k), for the following
classes:
(1) M ∈ MHFk and w : V (M) → R+ (resp. w : V (M) → R−).
(2) M ∈ MHFk and w : V (M) → R− (resp. w : V (M) → R+).
As 2-CNF ⊂ MHF ∩ MHF we ﬁnally obtain:
Corollary 12. MINV-SAT (respectively MAXV-SAT) can be solved in time O(20.5284|V (C)|), for formulas C ∈ 2-CNF
and w : V (C) → R+ (resp. w : V (C) → R−).
It is an open problem to ﬁnd an algorithm solving minimum weight SAT for 2-CNF running faster than Algorithm
MINV-MHFSAT.
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